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Abstract: - In this paper, we employ gridded model for channel routing and place the terminals which are
horizontally aligned. We have developed a two-layer channel router that can eliminate the constraints due to
overlap. The proposed approach is suitable for cell/IP-based channel-less circuit with a few channels. Our
developed tool can route the nets in nearly linear time achieving to the advantage of time to market, and lead to
the area overhead of 6.34% increase in average. The area overhead results from the space insertion, and we also
have shown that the proposed algorithm can achieve 100% routing on most ISCAS’85 benchmarks. In addition,
the number of channel tracks can be minimized by our algorithm. We proposed the star-routing algorithm for
three layers channel routing using Manhattan-Diagonal Model to solve the channel routing problem. We drew
up the smaller grid-model, and in order to avoid violating the DRC, so the algorithm has a restriction for the
third metal-layer in routing step. We don’t need to increasing extra spaces and moving any pins in order to
finish the routing completely. The foregoing is good for hard blocks to finish the routing easily, and it does not
replace the location of hard blocks because of routing incompletely. Therefore, the height of the entire routing
channel can reduce a lot.
Key-Words: Channel routing, Manhattan-Diagonal Model, Electronic Design Automation (EDA)
highly probable that tens of millions of connecting
nets have to be routed completely and successfully
in the layout step. The problem of the routing
becomes more and more complicated. Our work
focuses on how to carry out routing completely
without adding extra space and moving any
terminals.
The routing problem consists of interconnecting the
cells that have been assigned positions as a solution
of the placement problem. The specification of a
routing problem will consist of the position of the
terminals, the netlist that indicates which terminals
should be interconnected and the area available for
routing in each layer.
Routing is normally performed in two stages. The
first stage is called global routing [3], determines
each net will be connected through which wiring
channels. The second stage is called detailed routing
[4], finds the precise paths and the actual usage of
metals. It is one of the most fundamental steps in
physical design cycle. The channel routing is the
important part of detailed routing, which is executed
after placement.

1. Introduction
Integrated circuit technology has developed in the
1960s from the integration of a few transistors
currently in use and the integrated circuits contain
more than 105 transistors. Nowadays, the number of
transistors in circuits grows rapidly and the circuit
design becomes a very complex and difficult task.
Due to large number of components, the physical
design must be helped with computers. The phases
of physical design extensively use computer-aided
design tools [1], and many phases have already been
partially or fully automated. There are different
targets that one would like to optimize. Our work
focuses on how to carry out routing completely
within reasonable time.
Routability is a key factor of digital integration
circuits design and a positive aspect of the former
standard cell design style [2] based on routing
channels. The standard cell architecture (Fig. 1)
consists of rectangular cells with the same height,
which are placed in several rows, and the space
between two rows being called channel.
In recent year, the advanced semiconductor
manufacturing technology provides several layers of
Metal to deal with the more and more complex ICs.
In nanometer-scale processing, a VLSI chip may
contain several million transistors. As a result, it is
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Fig. 1. Standard cell architecture.
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and used more memory to record the data structure
of routing.

2. Preliminary
2.1 Channel Routing Model
The channel routing model [5] (Fig. 2) consists of
several parts of components. The nets of terminals
are placed on upper and lower boundaries. The
channel to be routed is defined by a rectangular
region with two rows of terminals along its top and
bottom sides. The horizontal metal layer is called
trunk and the vertical metal layer is called branch.
When horizontal metal layer and vertical metal layer
are needed to connect and we must penetrate two
layers with via. Channel routing model combine
with grid-based model that make the physical design
easier and let the design time shorter.

Fig. 4. Left-edge algorithm.

2.4 Left-Edge Algorithm
The left-edge algorithm [9] is applicable to channel
routing problems which do not allow doglegs [10]
and vertical constraints. In other words, it does not
appear cycles in vertical constraint graph [5][9]. The
left-edge algorithm sorts the intervals that are the
horizontal line segments of the nets, in ascending
order, relative to the X coordinate of the left end
point of intervals. And then it allocates a track to
each of the intervals. To allocate an interval to a
track, left-edge will scan through the tracks from the
top to the bottom and assigns the net to the first
track that can adapt the net. The allocation process
is restricted to one layer since the other layer is used
for the vertical line segments of the nets. Fig. 4
shows the left-edge algorithm.

Fig. 2. Channel routing model.

2.2 Channel Routing Problem
The main target of the channel routing is to
minimize the channel height [6][7]. In real designs,
each channel is assigned fixed height by the
floorplanner and the task of channel router is to
complete the routing within the assigned height. If
channel router can not achieve 100% routing in the
assigned height, channel router must to expand the
channel, which changes the floorplan. This requires
routing the channels in a predefined order, so that
such expansions can be accommodated, without
impact on the floorplan.

2.5 Manhattan-Diagonal Model
Fig. 5(a) shows the Manhattan model that it was
used to solve the channel routing problem in the
past thirty decades [11, 12]. It could make the
placement and routing obviously simple, but it did
not benefit for two points that the relationship
between them is diagonal. In other words, it only
could be routed the horizontal and vertical
directions. Recently, the Manhattan-Diagonal (MD)
model (Fig. 5(b)) was proposed in [13], and it
includes not only the horizontal and vertical
directions but also the positive and minus 45
degrees directions. In a few years, many researches
of routing are used the Manhattan-Diagonal model.
A new greedy non-Manhattan channel routing
algorithm using the MD model was proposed in [14].
The non-overlap MD model and overlap MD model
are proposed in [15]. Ho et al. [16] are proposed a
multilevel full chip routing for the X-based

2.3 Grid Model

Fig. 3. (a) Grid based model. (b) Grid-less based model.

Routing model can divide into two models. The first
model is called grid based model (Fig. 3(a)). There
are designed rules between each grid when route in
the grid based model just placed the cells and
terminals in the grids. The second model is called
grid-less based model [8] (Fig. 3(b)). Using gridless based model to design circuits is very flexible.
But the drawbacks of using grid-less based model
which leads designed rules checking more complex
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upper right, lower right, above and below of the
center, the routing result of our algorithm is like a
star shape. The upper left, lower left, upper right and
lower right terminals are used the Metal-3 to route
the diagonal line, and the terminals are located at
above and below of center and used the Metal-1 to
route the vertical line.

architecture. The X-architecture has been proposed
for interconnect delay. It can not only reduce the
wire length and via count but also improve
performance and routability for chip. In 2000, Chen
et al. [17] proposed an efficient bubble-sort
technique to solve the channel routing problem. In
this paper, we use the MD Model to solve the
problem.

Fig. 5. (a) Manhattan model. (b) Manhattan-Diagonal model.
Fig. 7. The star shape of our star-routing algorithm.

2.6 Grid Size
In the past, the grid size of using two layers to route
the Manhattan model [11, 12] shows in Fig. 6(a),
and the value is 0.66. In other researches of using
MD model [14-17] for routing, we analyzed the grid
size of these. We found out grid size for the most of
these papers is bigger than the grid size of our
proposed algorithm because of it must be conformed
to the Design-Rule Check (DRC). Fig. 6(b) shows
the grid size of Metal-2 or Metal-3 for MD model,
and the value is 0.975. The diagonal line segment is
Metal-2 based on the manufacture of 0.18 µm, and
the upper left, upper right, lower left and lower right
grid are the contacts between Metal-1 and Metal-2.
The grid size of our proposed algorithm shows in
the Fig. 6(c), and the value is 0.66 because we drew
up the special rule for Metal-3 to route the diagonal
line segment. In regular situation, we use the Metal1 to route the vertical line segment and Metal-2 to
route the horizontal line segment. The Metal-3 is
used to route the diagonal line segment. If the
Metal-3 is used to route from the upper right grid to
the lower left grid, we drew up that the upper left
and lower right grid are not used the Metal-3 for
other terminal and be restricted for this terminal.
Thus our grid size could be smaller than others.
Supposing the number of routing track is bigger
than other’s, but our routing height after conversion
is still smaller than their because of we use the
smaller grid size.

3. The Extensible Channel Router
The terminals of cells are needed to place before
routing. Therefore, beginning of routing we must
know the cells that are placed in certain positions. In
our work, we placed the terminals of cells with two
rows and used the region between the two rows to
route the nets of circuit.
We use a simple placement algorithm [18] to
place the terminals of cells. First, we placed the
input pins of circuit on the left upper row and placed
the output pins of circuit on right lower row
possibility.

3.1 Horizontal Constraint Graph
After placement the terminals of circuit, we can
know the positions of each terminal. Therefore, we
can compute every horizontal line segments. The
first step, we will find the leading terminal of each
net. Then, we will find the last terminal of each net.
And we can record the two data of each net and
store it in the data structure. We will take the data
structure to operate the following steps.
According to the data structure, the horizontal
constraint graph will be set up by the information of
each net. Fig. 8 is an example of horizontal
constraint graph [5][9]. We do not consider the
order of the horizontal line segments. Therefore, we
can set up the horizontal constraint graph using
undirected graph.

Fig. 6. Three kinds of grid model.

2.7 Designation
The name of our proposed algorithm is called starrouting. Fig. 7 shows the example of star-routing. If
the terminals are situated at the upper left, lower left,
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constraints. There are two violations of vertical
constraints in the example. Now, we face the
problem that is violations of vertical constraints. In
Fig. 10(b), we will insert pairs of spaces near by the
terminals which are violations of vertical constraints.
Take Fig. 10(b) for example, we will find the
second track to route the two terminals which are
violations of vertical constraints.

In order to avoid the vertical constraints and we will
set up the vertical constraint graph before routing.
Consider the terminals which include upper and
lower rows, we can regard them as many pairs of
columns. The zero numbers represent the space of
the placement. We will find the upper and lower
terminals of one pair that are not contained zero
numbers. Then, we will consider these pairs of
terminals to set up the vertical constraint graph.
After finding these terminals, we will set up the
vertical constraint graph (Fig. 9). We need to use
directed graph to represent the vertical constraint
graph. Because of the upper terminals must be
above the lower terminals. We use the directed
graph to represent the vertical constraint graph
different from horizontal constraint graph.

3.3.2 Update the Data Structure
After insert the spaces, we need to update the data
structures, which are the sites of terminals and
horizontal line segments. The first, we must to
recompute the sites of terminals and according to
these sites to change the data structure of horizontal
line segments. Now, we get a new solution of
routing and it can achieve 100% routing [19]. Fig.
11 shows the insert space algorithm.

Fig. 9. Example of the vertical constraint graph (VCG).

3.3 The Extensible Router
After left-edge algorithm and have been set up the
constraint graphs we will get the preliminary routing
result which is including the violations of vertical
constraints. We will look table up in vertical
constraint graph and try to break the cycles in the
vertical graph.

Fig. 11 Insert space algorithm.

3.4 Channel tracks optimization

3.3.1 Insertion of Spaces

In our experiments, we will divide the condition into
two cases. One case is end of the upper line segment
corresponding with head of the lower line segment
and the other case which is head of the upper line
segment corresponding with end of the lower line
segment. Fig. 12(a) shows the two cases. Before
optimizing the segments, we must to know data
structure of each horizontal line segments that
record coordinates of all segments. Then our
algorithm will find the two cases to reduce the
channel tracks. Fig. 12(b) shows the horizontal line
segments after optimizing and then we reduce the
channel tracks from two to one.

Fig. 10. (a) Preliminary routing with the vertical constraints. (b)
Solution of vertical constraint violations.

Now, we face the problem that is violations of
vertical constraints. We will insert pairs of spaces
near by the terminals which are violations of vertical
constraints. Then we will try to find the remnant
tracks to route the un-routed terminals. If there are
not the remnant tracks to route the terminals, we
will add extra track in the most top of the channel to
route the un-routed terminals. Fig. 10(a) is an
example of preliminary routing result with vertical
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4.2 Preliminary Orientate Metal-2

Fig. 13. The extended cases (a) Overlap one contact.
(b) Overlap two contacts.

Further, we will extend more cases to reduce the
channel tracks. The two cases that are the upper
horizontal line segment overlapped the lower
horizontal line segment, if the two line segments in
the same channel track. The Fig. 12 shows the
extension of the idea. Fig. 13(a) is more one contact
than original case and Fig. 13(b) is more two
contacts than original case.
In the second and third cases, we will insert two and
three pairs of zero terminals to shift the horizontal
line segment respectively.

4. Star-Routing Algorithm
Fig. 14 shows the star-routing algorithm flowchart
that we proposed, and it divides into eight steps.

Fig. 16. Algorithm of orientating the Metal-2.

After computing the correlation of the nodes, we
can get the all horizontal line segments (also called
trunks) including the start, second start, end and
second end location. Afterwards we will follow the
sequence of the horizontal line segments. It
interlaced by up and down side from the right to left
side. We find the suitable routing track from up to
down for the every horizontal line segments. We
define the symbols in this step as follows, and Fig.
16 shows the algorithm of orientating the Metal-2.
i: the number of the routing track
i+1: the number of the next routing track
A: the horizontal line segment which had placed
at the routing track (i)
B: the horizontal line segment that has to find the
suitable routing track
A_start or A_end: the start (or end) location of A,
and the information of that the terminal is
situated at the up or down row
B_start or B_end: similar to A_start

Fig. 14. Star-routing algorithm flowchart.

4.1 Initialization
At first we placed the terminals of cells or modules
with two rows that meant up and down rows such as
Fig. 15. It is also the example in [14] and [15]. We
can know the sequence and correlation of that. We
can compute the start location, second start location,
the end location and second end location of every
horizontal line segments and record it. The
recording value is the vertical location referred to
the up or down row. The second start location is the
second vertical location referred to the up or down
row from the start location. We place the horizontal
line segments according to that.

Fig. 15. An example of the channel routing.
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At first, we check the Metal-2 of the B_end location
at track i is occupied by another horizontal line
segment or not. If B_end is occupied by another
trunk at i, we will check the next routing track (Fig.
17(a)). If the nodes from B_start to B_end are not
occupied by other trunk at i, we place B at the track
i (Fig. 17(b)). In addition to the foregoing cases, the
value subtracting the A_end location from the
B_start location is smaller than or equal to the value
i, and the horizontal length of B must be greater
than the value i. If the B is conformed to the
foregoing rules, we will consider more situations
below, or check the routing track i+1. Supposing the
terminals referred to the A_end location and B_start
location both belong to the down row, we will check
the routing track i+1 because of our proposed
algorithm orientates the Metal-2 from up to down
side of the routing region, and therefore we cannot
predict that how many routing tracks that used by
other horizontal line segments. The B consequently
cannot place at the track i (Fig. 17(c)).

Fig. 19. Illustration III of Fig. 16.

If we use the Metal-3 to route the diagonal line, we
will first check that the diagonal line form the
terminal to the absolute position can be routed or
not. Fig. 20(a) shows that it can be routed by the
Metal-3 to route the diagonal line. If it cannot be
routed, we will analyze the vertical line of the
terminal and check that can be routed by the
collocation of the Metal-1 to route the vertical line
and the Metal-3 to route the diagonal line (Fig.
20(b)).

Fig. 20.The rule of Metal-3 to route the diagonal line.
Fig. 17. Illustration I of Fig. 16.

4.3 Route The Most Terminals

If the terminals referred to the A_end location and
B_start location both belong to the up row, we
check the overlap between A and B that other
terminals belonging to A or B situated at the down
row and check the terminal at the right (left) side of
the B_start (A_end) belongs to B (A) or not. Fig. 18
shows the B cannot place at track i. Fig. 18(a), (b)
and (c) will connect the signal A with the signal B,
and the Fig. 18(d) will violate the special Metal-3
rule that we established. Fig. 19 shows the correct
routing result using our algorithm. And the other
situations are all similar to the foregoing.

We receive the placed track of every horizontal line
segment after the algorithm of orientating the initial
Metal-2. Afterwards we follow the sequence of the
horizontal line segments. It interlaced by up and
down rows from the right to left side. We enable the
unconnected terminals to route suitably to which
horizontal line segment. If terminal is referred to the
start or end location in which horizontal line, we
first consider using the Metal-3 to route the diagonal
line. Supposing it cannot be routed, we check it can
use Metal-1 to route the vertical line or not. Fig.
21(a) shows that the routing result is violating the
special Metal-3 rule drawing up by us. Fig. 21(b)
shows that the routing error for connecting the two
signals. Fig. 21(c) shows that routing success of
using Metal-1. Fig. 21(d) is the routing failure of
using Metal-1 for connecting the two vertical Metal1 lines. We classify the kind of terminals belonging
to Fig. 21(a) or (b) or (d) into the preliminary unrouted set. Fig. 22 is the routing result of Fig. 15,
and we can notice the four terminals without using
Metal-3 to route the diagonal line or Metal-1 to
route the vertical line. In next step, we solve the
preliminary un-routed set by another routing method.

Fig. 18. Illustration II of Fig. 16.
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is the basis for searching the next grid node
GA(13) or GB(13): the grid node used the Metal-1,
Metal-2 and Metal-3, and also used two kinds
of via. One is between Metal-1 and Metal-2,
and another is between Metal-2 and Metal-3.
Besides, Metal-3 is the basis for searching the
next grid node
GA(31) or GB(31): similar to GA(13), but Metal-1
is the
basis for searching the next grid
node

Fig. 21. Successful and failed cases of routing the most
terminals.

Fig. 23. Searching basis is
Fig. 24 Searching basis is
Metal-1 or Metal-2.
Metal-3.

Fig. 22. The routing result of the most terminals for Fig. 15.

For every terminal of preliminary un-routed set, we
search the routable path from the coordinate of this
terminal, and therefore the coordinate (GA) is the
first confirmed grid node for the shortest routing
path. At first, we record the center of the horizontal
line belonging to the preliminary un-routed terminal.
Search the next routable and shortest grid node (GB)
according to relative position for the recorded center
and the preceding routing grid node (GA). The
searching sequence of the routable grid node (GB)
shows below.
Fig. 23 shows the searching basis of the confirmed
grid node (GA) is Metal-1 or Metal-2, and Fig. 24
shows the searching basis is Metal-3. If grid node
GA is above the track, and it is at the portside or
over the center for horizontal line segment
belonging to this terminal. The searching sequence:
down → right → left → up (Fig. 23(a)). The
searching sequences of the other cases show in Fig.
13 and Fig. 14.
If the grid node GB is checking at this moment for
this terminal, and searching basis of grid node GA is
Metal-1 (Fig. 25). At first, we check the Metal-1 of
grid node GB that is occupied by another terminal
or not. Supposing the Metal-1 of grid node GB is
occupied by another terminal, we check the Metal-2
of grid node GB, and then we check the Metal-3 of
grid node GB that is occupied or restricted by
another terminal. If the searching basis is Metal-2,
the checking sequence of GB is : Metal-2 → Metal-

4.4 Search Shortest And Multilayer Routing
Path
We receive the preliminary un-routed terminal set
after above steps, so that we aim at the set to
individually find the shortest and multilayer routing
path. We use the single linked list to store the
shortest and multilayer routing path. We define the
symbols in this step as follows.
GA: the grid node has already confirmed to route for
this terminal
GB: the grid node is checking at this moment for
this terminal
GA(1) or GB(1): the grid node purely used the
Metal-1
GA(2) or GB(2): the grid node purely used the
Metal-2
GA(3) or GB(3): the grid node purely used the
Metal-3
GA(12) or GB(12): the grid node used the Metal-1
And Metal-2, and also used via between Metal1 and Metal-2. Besides, Metal-2 is the basis for
searching the next grid node
GA(21) or GB(21): similar to GA(12), but Metal-1
is the basis for searching the next grid node
GA(23) or GB(23): the grid node used the Metal-2
and Metal-3, and also used via between Metal2 and Metal-3. Besides, Metal-3 is the basis
for searching the next grid node
GA(32) or GB(32): similar to GA(23), but Metal-2
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3 → Metal-1. Because the probability of Metal-1
and Metal-2 are occupied by other terminal is
greater than Metal-3 for the most grid node. If the
searching basis is Metal-3, the checking sequence of
GB is : Metal-3 → Metal-2 → Metal-1.
We can finish routing the most terminals of
preliminary un-routed set through the above
searching rules. Fig. 26 shows the routing result of
searching shortest and multilayer routing path of the
Fig. 15.

have more choices of routing path for the few
terminals that can not find the routing path. It also
can keep the diagonal routing path of Metal-3 for
other terminals.

Fig. 27. The extending sample of Metal.

4.6 Reorder the Sequence of Metal-2
After extending the routing tracks, we research the
shortest and multilayer routing path. Supposing the
terminals still route abortively, we record it and go
back to the first step that reorder the sequence of
Metal-2. At first, we place the horizontal line
segments of the recorded terminals at the suitable
routing tracks. The step can reorder the sequence of
all routing tracks and the recorded terminals can be
routed completely at first, and therefore the whole
terminal in the channel can be routed successfully.
Fig. 25. Searching basis of Metal-1 for GA.

5. Experimental Results
We implement our algorithm in C language and run
it on Intel Pentium 4 2.4 GHz CPU with 1 GB RAM,
Windows XP operation system.
The extensible router was compared to the ChAOS
router [20]. We performed our experiments on some
ISCAS 85 benchmarks, which are combinatorial
logic circuits.
We can observe the sixth column of Table I, the
extra terminals that we need to add to solve the
vertical constraints. Extensible router is better than
ChAOS router that we can reduce the area overhead
and the two routers utilized the same channel tracks.
The percentages of area overhead are compared
with the original terminal numbers. We gather
statistics the difference of area overhead between
the two routers in the last column of Table I. Our
approach can reduce 3.34% in average of the total
area than ChAOS router.
Table II shows the extra terminals that we need to
add after horizontal segment optimization. Besides,
the Table II also shows the channel tracks that we
need to route the circuits. In several cases we can
reduce the channel tracks effectively and the results
are showed in each case of tracks column.
Table III shows the comparison routing result with
[12] and our star-routing algorithm. In this test case,

Fig. 26. The routing result of Fig. 15.

4.5 Extend Routing Track
The most terminals of preliminary un-routed set
through the above searching shortest and multilayer
routing path can find the routing path. Only a few
terminals can not find the routing path after the
above searching shortest and multilayer routing path.
In this step, we analyze that the terminals belong to
the up or down row or both up and down rows. If
the terminals belong to the up row (Fig. 27(a)), we
add a routing track at the up side of the routing
region. Fig. 27(b) shows the extending way of Metal.
After extending the routing tracks, we can research
the shortest and multilayer routing path for this
terminal. This extending way of Metal will not
make the error of other already routed terminals and
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TABLE IV.
Comparison of [14], [15] and Star-routing.

the grid size is the same for [12] and our star-routing
algorithm. Therefore we compare the track number
of two results. In this test set, the percentage of our
and other’s routing result is approximately 41% to
72%. It shows the very huge advancement using our
star-routing algorithm.
Table II shows the routing result of [14], [15], the
Example Case (Fig. 15) and our star-routing
algorithm. We analyze the grid size of every routing
example and compare with our results. In the most
test cases, our routing track number is smaller than
track number of the other’s result. The track number
of YK3c is specially grater than other’s routing
result. But, we compute the height of two results,
and therefore we can see that the height of our
routing result is still less than the other’s height
because our used grid size is smaller than other’s
grid size. In this test set, the percentage of our and
other’s routing result is approximately 21% to 38%.

6. Conclusions
In recent years, the advance of COMS technology
has led to a great development, especially on the
complexity of the digital circuits. In this work, we
have investigated the grid-based model and then
used this model to solve the channel routing
problem. The results show that our router can
achieve 100% routing and reduce a lot of routing
area than before.
We used the grid-model to deal with the routing
problem. The advantage of using grid-model needs
not too complex data structure to solve it, and
making the complexity of routing lower. Besides,
we used the three metal-layers to be the major
components of routing. We also used the positive
and negative 45 degrees routing path, and therefore
reduced the routing path and length. In our proposed
algorithm, we drew up the smaller grid-model, and
in order to avoid violating the Design Rule Check
(DRC), so the algorithm has a restriction for the
third metal-layer in routing step. Although we use
three metal-layers in our algorithm, this way can not
only reduce the signal length but also decrease the
antenna effect between signals than the other
multilayer routing algorithm. We don’t need to
increasing the extra spaces and moving any pins to
finish the routing completely. The foregoing is good
for hard blocks to finish the routing easily, and it
does not replace the location of hard blocks because
of routing incompletely. Therefore, the height of the
entire routing channel can reduce a lot.

TABLE I.
Comparison of area overhead.

TABLE II.
The Results of Horizontal segment optimization.
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